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A helicopter clatters low over the slate rooftops of Zermatt trailing a
steel cable. It hovers over an assembly of mainly grey heads in the

town centre and the cable is ceremoniously attached to a white cloth. At a
signal, the helicopter lifts, whisking away the cloth and unveiling the bronze
statue of an alpinist from the Victorian era, alpenstock in one hand and hat
doffed towards the Matterhorn in the other. A brass band of immaculately
uniformed mountain guides strikes up. It is all deeply and theatrically
symbolic; the helicopter and its cable signifying a mechanistic age, the
bronze figure marking the time 150 years ago when a small group of
enthusiasts formalised their passion for alpine peak-bagging and founded
the Alpine Club. An inscription states simply that the statue, a striking
figure commissioned from Stefan Mesmer, marks 150 years of friendship
between Zermatt and the pioneers of alpinism, a friendship that has palpably
remained strong ever since.

It was a grand occasion, growing grander by the minute in the run-up
with more members and guests wanting to take part than there was space
to accommodate and feed them. As the receptions and banquets were re
scheduled to ever-larger venues, a logistical nightmare for the organisers
was handled at an unflustered alpine stride by the Swiss hoteliers. Great
names of alpinism were gathered together; representatives came from most
of the world's leading mountaineering associations and the press and
television cameras were there in force to record an undeniably historic event.
Even the Matterhorn, icon among mountains, joined in the theatre, initially
refusing to appear from behind a solid shroud of cloud; then, Salome-like,
giving glimpses of a thinly veiled Furggen, followed by a rump of Zmutt
and the dark edge of the H6rnli soaring to an invisible summit. Heavy
fresh snow followed by mild temperatures had made this a dangerous place
and we were told of six climbers who, days earlier, had been lifted to safety
by helicopter.

This first day of celebration had begun with a mass Alpine Club trespass
onto the Breithorn, the 4164m snow summit above Zermatt on the border
with Italy. How the early pioneers would have reacted to this leap-frogging
up mountains by cable car can only be imagined, but time constraints
necessitated being swept to the summit of the Kleine Matterhorn from where
the Breithorn was but a two-hour plod.
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101. Retreat from Moscow? Doug Scott guides his rope of four out of
the cloud on the descent from the Breithorn summit media event.
Following, in order, are Stephen Goodwin, John Harlin III and
Stephen Venables. (Ed Douglas)

Conditions were reminiscent of Scotland on a bad day with driving snow
and scant visibility. The Zermatt guides, who had charge of the journalists
hoping to cover the event from its literal high point, were initially reluctant
to leave the shelter of the cable car station. The swift ascent by cable left a
couple of journalists ill from the altitude. One mountaineering wordsrnith
intent on retreat was shamed by a slip-of-a-girl from US Men's Vogue who
tripped along gaily through the driving hail injeans and a designer sweater
carrying two Pentax large-format cameras. George Band, aged 78, was in
the summit party with a sprinkling of other Everesters; at the centenary
celebration 50 years ago he reached the same point via the Younggrat. Doug
Scott, in fly-fishing hat and Barbour jacket, and AC president Stephen
Venables were interviewed for television as the howling wind and driving
snow added an authentic touch of alpine atmosphere. Then everyone made
a safe descent for the unveiling ceremony which took place in a spell of
bright sunshine.

Speeches of welcome drifted on the wind and there were presentations
to honoured guests, principally to Walter Bonatti, stocky, white-haired and
craggy-faced, whose record as an alpinist is universally admired, to the
redoubtable Kurt Diemberger and to Paula Biner, sister of the late Bernard
Biner, the Zermatt guide who had such a strong association with British
mountaineers. It was a time for memories and I doubt there was anyone of
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a certain age present who failed to slip back in remembrance to earlier
exploits and time out in the challenging landscape surrounding Zermatt.
Since I'm writing this I can rewind my own memory banks to the time a
girlfriend, a fellow journalist, gave me the boot because she didn't like my
style, and I arrived in Zermatt intending to repair my feelings beneath a
tree writing a poem. In the cellar of the Bahnhof, the hotel presided over by
Bernard Biner, were Dave Mellor, then a teenage rock jock, Brian Nally
and Tom Carruthers, who days later made the fIrst British ascent of the
Matterhorn north face, and John Emery, survivor of the Haramosh disaster
that left his hands and feet mutilated by frostbite. We climbed a crop of
summits in the Valais and, without knowing it at the time, established
friendships that have proved to be life-long, and which years later led me to
three expeditions to Everest and a great wealth of adventurous experience.
It was once whilst camping in Zermatt that I had a telegram, via the
Bahnhof, offering me a job on The Times, which I accepted and stayed for
30 years. I never did write the poem.

I mention this because there were~surely others on this 150th anniversary
celebration cherishing their own memories of Zermatt that perhaps made
a signifIcant impact on the rest of their lives. This was certainly the
impression when the celebration decamped to the largest reception room
in the nearby Grand Hotel Zermatterhof which creaked at the seams as the
drink started to flow and old friendships were noisily revived. It was all
delightfully informal and casually dressed, a cut apart from the early days
of the Alpine Club when it would have been unthinkable for an Englishman
not to dress for such an occasion at any of the leading winter sports centres.
But as skier-journalist Arnie Wilson has recalled, it was the Alpine Club
members who led the revolt against such formality in the Alps by dressing
for dinner in brown serge suits.

The weather cleared the next day as members dispersed into the hills,
with a large contingent aiming for sun-warmed rocks on the south face of
the Riffelhorn. President Venables and John Harlin Ill, editor of the
American Alpine Journal, celebrated the day by establishing a new route,
quite an achievement on a cliff that over the years had been so thorougWy
worked over. The new line they named Swiss Hospitality. Venables counted
it an excellent turn-out and a good day with no bolts to cloud the ethical
horizon and the Riffelhorn fairly swarming with AC parties. He was also
in a group that later climbed the Leiterspitz above Tasch, afterwards walking
back to Zermatt. 'Leslie Stephen would have been proud of us,' he declared.

That evening, with hardly time to change into their brown serge, more
than 300 members, wives and parmers rode the rack and pinion Gornergrat
railway up to the Hotel Riffelberg. This lofty establishment with its superb
views across the Valais bathed in bright evening light had also burst at the
seams, requiring one group of anniversary diners to decamp to an annex
restaurant. So speeches were held fIrst, al fresco, with the Matterhorn
forming the backdrop to another genial exchange of compliments and gifts.



102. Where it all began: Frank Urs Miiller, president of the Swiss Alpine Club,
presents AC president Stephen Venables with a painting of the
Finsteraarhorn, the mountain on whose slopes, in 1857, William Mathews
and Edward Shirley Kennedy decided to found the Alpine Club.
23 June 2007, Hotel Riffelberg, Zermatt. (Bemard Newman)

The Swiss Alpine Club President, Frank Urs Muller, presented the Club
with a watercolour of the Finsteraarhom - a well-judged reminder of where
Mathews and Kennedy decided to form the Alpine Club - and WaIter
Bonatti was awarded honorary membership of the Alpine Club. Other
honoured guests included John Harlin Ill, Professor Bruno Messerli, Peter
Milder, general secretary of the SAC, Christian Trommsdorff, and Tom
Nakamura of the Japanese Alpine Club. Together we dined on antipasti
Riffelberg and ragout of beef with creme bruU:e to follow, accompanied by
a wine order that might have tested the lifting power of the Gornergrat
railway. Walter Bonatti gracefully accepted honorary membership of the
club, pointing out that it was higWy significant that Zermatt should have
been chosen to celebrate the Club's third 50th anniversary. The-town and
its Matterhorn were two icons inextricably linked to the history of
mountaineering. Edward Whymper's scaling of the magnificent and
challenging peak in July 1865 highlighted a fascinating epoch, Bonatti
said, recalling other famous British climbers who pioneered many difficult
mountains in the Alps, among them John Ball, the AC's first president,
and his great contemporary Leslie Stephen. Then came great English
climbers such as AF Mummery who climbed the Matterhorn aged 15,
a strong alpinist with a profound ethical sense.



103. Left

Zermatt all stars:
(left to right) George Band,
Walter Bonatti, Doug Scott,
Stephen Venables - and the
Matterhorn. Terrace of the
Hotel Riffelberg.
(Bernard Newman)

104. Below

'Over here ... '
Nick Clinch (left), former
president of the American
Alpine Club, and John
Harlin Ill, editor of the
American Alpine Journal.

Zermatt, June 2007.
(Bernard Newman)
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Bonatti related that in 1965, one hundred years after the first ascent, he
had wanted once more to climb the Matterhorn, but in winter, via the north
face and alone. That was, he said, his testament to the greatness of Whymper
and to the beauty of the mountain. Now, 50 years on, here they were once
again - alpinists gathered in friendship at the foot of this 'imposing and
mythical Mecca' - to celebrate a history and a spirit of the hills as timeless
as the hills themselves.

The festivities concluded with a Sunday morning service at St Peter's,
the English Church in Zermatt, which the Alpine Club affectionately regards
as its own parish church and where so many distinguished British
mountaineers are buried or remembered. Conducted by the Rev Brian
Underwood, seasonal chaplain for the Intercontinental Church Society,
the special service was organised on behalf of the AC by committee member
Rick Eastwood. Sadly, Rick was killed six weeks later in an abseiling
accident on the Grand Capucin.

About 150 people, mostly AC members, attended the service, and all are
indebted to Rev Underwood, the ICS and the local congregation for their
warm welcome and the work they put in. The Bible lesson was read by
Club member Sally Westmacott and another member, Ian Thompson, was
the organist (Ian had also sung grace in Latin for the Riffelberg dinner).
Prayers were read by local Churchwarden Hazel Perrin and by Trevor
Letchford and Dave Healey of the ICS. Stephen Venables gave a short
introduction for the benefit of visitors who were unfamiliar with the Club.
The church was specially decorated with alpine flowers and along the front
of the altar was a row of historic ice axes kindly lent for the occasion by the
Matterhorn Museum.

Many AC members lingered on into the following week, though the
Matterhorn remained well out of sorts. The Riffelhorn saw a good deal
more activity, as did (let it be whispered among those who despise ironwork
in the hills) the new and remarkably airy via ferrata on the cliffs of the
Turmwang above the village. A group of nine stalwarts traversed from
Zermatt to Zinal, staying at three huts - Topali, Turtmann and Cabane de
Tracuit - and ascending the Brunegghorn (3590m) and Bishorn (4135m)
en route. Bishorn sumrniters were Mike Esten, Robin Richards, Hywel and
Ingram Lloyd, Peter Payne and Hugh Nettleton. Rob Collister, Lizzy
Hawker and Phil Wickens went up the Unter Gabelhorn (3392m), Andy
Parkin and Simon Yates climbed the Pointe de Zinal (3789m) from the
Sch6nbiel hut and Stephen Goodwin worked off the stress of organising
the whole jolly gathering with a rapid stomp up from the village and over
the Platthorn (3345m) and Mettelhorn (3406m). Doubtless there was more.
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105. Post-party capers: Ed Douglas (top) and Simon Yates in Thermometer
Couloir, Riffeihorn, 24 June 2007, Zermatt. (Stephen Goodwin)
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